You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

Tootsie Roll

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product: diaper which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

taco shell

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

ethanol

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

**ketchup**

which contains *corn*.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

hand soap

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

* cattle feed

which contains *corn*. 

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

chewing gum

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

pudding

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

battery

which contains corn.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

hot cocoa mix

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

pie crust

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product: tofu

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

newspaper ink

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

*crayon*

which contains *soybeans*.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

firework

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

biodiesel

which contains **soybeans**.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what **commodity** it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

mayonnaise

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

salad dressing

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

chocolate

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

noodles

which contains soybeans.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

\[
\text{jello}
\]

which contains a \textit{beef} product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what \textit{commodity} it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

first aid cream

which contains a beef product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

toilet paper

which contains a beef product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

\[\text{glue}\]

which contains a \textit{beef} product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what \textit{commodity} it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

dish soap

which contains a beef product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

*camera film*

which contains a *beef* product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

paintbrush

which is a beef or pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

makeup

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

rubber

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

*drumheads*

which contains a *pork* product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

chalk

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

```
glass
```

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

matches

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

plastic

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

shampoo

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

ice cream

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

candle

which contains a pork product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what commodity it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

*shoe*

which contains a *pork* product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what *commodity* it contains.
You have sixty seconds to silently draw the following product:

**cream cheese**

which contains a **pork** product.

Group members should attempt to guess what you draw. For an extra point, group members can guess what **commodity** it contains.